POINTS FLIGHT CONCIERGE

WE FIND THE POINTS SEATS

WHEN YOU CAN’T
USE YOUR POINTS SMARTER, WITH IFLYFLAT
Have credit card points or frequent flyer miles to use but not
sure how to get the most out of them?
Our Points Flight Concierge service can help you fly business
class to Europe, the USA, or anywhere in the world for $2500
(inclusive of fees and taxes) + your points, saving over $5500
on the usual $8000+

Collect

Consolidate

Fly

Collect points and miles
on your credit card spend

We work out how to use the
points across all your cards

We search all the
flight combinations
to get the best seat

Sit back, relax and enjoy
your business class flight
with over 50% savings

Your credit card loyalty and frequent flyer points could save you thousands of dollars per flight but
maximising them on your own time can be a real hassle – it takes a lot of time, effort and knowledge to
squeeze every drop of value out of your points on your own. Credit card companies and airlines have
made it so complex you’ll just swap them out for low value vouchers or paltry savings on economy class
flights – or worse, let them expire.
You’ve earned these points so why continue to pay full price to travel?
Our Points Flight Concierge service takes the pain out of using points to book business class seats.
We’ve booked over 3000 flights via our innovative flat-fee concierge service and regularly save our
clients at least $3,000+ per trip.
HOW IT WORKS:
We collate your points from across your cards and loyalty programs, and calculate the various flight
combinations to save you money and get you the best travel experience. Doing this on your own requires a
deep understanding on how the frequent flyer programs work and with flights and seating options changing
daily the best deals are often snapped up leaving you frustrated. iFLYflat have an expert points team who
love deciphering the hidden value in the fine-print to understand how to make more of your points than
anyone else. This is why you see iFLYflat regularly featured on TV, newspapers and magazines.

CONSOLIDATE AND CALCULATE
No matter where your points are, we can work out all the different points combinations to get you flying!
We will help you make flying in business class affordable. Everywhere! Every time!
FLIGHT CONCIERGE
We are specialists at finding the best points flights. We perform frequent searches and understand
the tricks in booking the constantly changing flights as soon as they appear. Our booking service calls
on years of experience and knowledge to get results and make booking flights effortless for you. The
downside? There isn’t one! We find the flights – You fly.
Our Points Flight Concierge Service, which you only pay for if we find suitable flights, solves the difficulty
of booking the hard-to-find flights, using smart and proven processes to get the most of your points. We
offer a flat fee flights model inclusive of taxes, using your points to fly to select destinations.
BOOKING FEES
Flat priced business class booking fees (inclusive of taxes)
From Australia to

Normal Price

Use points with iFLYflat*

Savings

Europe /UK

$8350+

$2500

$5850+ / 70%

USA / Canada

$7500+

$2500

$5000+ / 66%

UAE/India/South Africa

$6000+

$2500

$3500+ / 58%

Asia

$4000+

$1500

$2500+ / 62%

*One person round-trip. One way = half price. To book First class add $500 one way / add $1000 round trip

POINTS FLIGHT CONCIERGE EXAMPLE:
John wants to fly business class from Sydney to London return. He has points with Qantas, Virgin and
Singapore airlines as well as credit card points with AMEX, CBA, ANZ and Westpac.
iFLYflat works out the possible combinations and short-lists the best flight options. iFLYflat performs daily
searches and continues to provide John with flight options until he chooses the flight he wants us to book.
The total cost for John’s airline ticket, (inclusive of taxes and iFLYflat concierge fees) totals $2500 saving
him $5850 on the cash airfare for the same ticket of $8350.
Find out where your credit card points and frequent flyer miles could really take you?
Get in touch today to see how much you could save with our Points Flight Concierge Service.

WANT TO EARN MORE POINTS?
SEE OUR POINTS ADVISORY AUDIT BROCHURE

+61 2 9258 1115
steve.hui@iflyflat.com.au
iflyflat.com.au
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